
【Zelkova House】

Social Room & Kitchen

Members of the floor gathers here and spend time talking with each other.
It is also fun to cook with your dormmates!

Living Space

Two people share one room which is divided into two parts to make sure you will have your own 
private space.

    Zelkova house’s dorm color is green that reminds us of the zelkova tree. We are refreshed 
everyday by the beautiful green of trees and natures around the dorm! Our dorm parent always 
sends us with their warm smile. In Zelkova house, many events are held, and we are all very 
close! We will introduce the part of such a nice dorm life with some photos.



Dorm Parent

They are very kind and always care about the dorm members.
They are also affectionately called ”Papa and Mama”.

【Events】

Matriculation Ceremony

Zelkova house welcomes every new dorm member as they attend the matriculation ceremony and 
become ICU students!

Initiation

All the new dorm members work as a group to create an initiation dance!



Okada Soccer Tournament

The Okada soccer tournament is held twice every year to compete in an exciting soccer 
tournament!

Caroling   
Each dorm practice Christmas songs and sing them!

【Daily Life】

Birth day Party     

A surprise party to a birthday girl/boy!



Other Parties

In Zelkova house, we have various parties!
The photos show Zelkova Festival, Halloween party, Christmas party and Mochitsuki!

Kick Out

We have the kick out party for graduates. For graduates, other members prepare diner and show 
performance such as dancing and singing songs.



【Floor Introduction】

1st Floor
  The first floor of Zelkova house is the men’s floor that is filled with more laughter than any other 

dorms! On the first floor, where dorm members come from a variety of backgrounds, unexpected 
chemical reactions always happen! Here, rock-paper-scissors that could cut the life out of you! Over 
there, a muscle training showdown! In the room, a crazy party is held! Anyway, laughter everywhere! 
If you want to enjoy dorm life fully, Zelkova house is the best for you! Let’s enjoy the Keyaki life and 
make a lot of memories with us!   IG: @icu_zelkova_first_floor

Zelkova 1st floor leader, Kotaro Hirai

2nd Floor
  The second floor of Zelkova house is the girls’ floor! It is a friendly and warm environment where 
you can make friends regardless of your grade or upbring. Everyone is doing what they like, playing 
games, making sweets, dancing etc. I believe that the atmosphere of admitting and respecting these 
things is only possible because we are on the second floor of Zelkova house! If you are anxious 
about dorm life, don’t worry! Let’s fun together on the Zelkova 2nd floor!

Zelkova 2nd floor leader, Erina Yamaguchi

3rd Floor
  The Third floor is also girls’ floor! We enjoy dorm life cooking together, celebrating birthdays and 

sometimes talking with friends on the late night! We support each other to get through even the 
hardest times like when we have a lot of assignments, we encourage each other, and when we catch 
a cold, we all take care of each other! There is no hierarchy on the 3rd floor, so you can make friends 
with many people regardless of your grade! We’re all looking forward to seeing you at Zelkova house!

Zelkova 3rd floor leader, Himari Amano




